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Axtarte
muziek: Marco van den Bovenkamp, Frans de Meijer & Harmen Nuesink; tekst: Frans de Meijer & Hester Beltman (©1990)

couplet I
Have you heard the news about doctor Farrow
who claims to have found
the secret burial place of queen Axtarte?
But don't you know the place is cursed?
Every soul who disturbs the sleep of the of the sleepless will die a death of moulds!

brug
In the temple of Kanak. In the desert of Luxor.
Doctor Farrow is missing. In the temple of Kanak.
Doctor Farrow is lost. He knew about the secret tomb.
In the temple of Kanak. Doctor Farrow must come back.
Find him. Before it's too late. Where did he go?
Information. Is what we need. Where did he go?
I'll fly to Egypt and get what I want.
No pharaohs' curse will stop me,
and even if they, won't give me a chance,
I will cross the salt and dead sea.

refrein
Anyone who enters my secret tomb, anyone who tries to steal my possesions,
someone who touches my body, my corpse, that one will die a terrible death!
Anyone who enters my secret tomb, anyone who tries to steal my possesions,
someone who touches my body, my corpse, that one will die a terrible death!

= solo =

couplet II
Have you heard the news about doctor Farrow,
he is abducted by men,
who smuggles ancient jewelry from Egypt to Amsterdam.
His wife is in danger too, you's better be fast.
Find the woman, find the man, or the queen of death will take her toll.

couplet III
Bring me the box of dynamite, I'll remove the rock which is sealing the tomb.
I'll go in there although there's a plague.
Get out the mummy and you've got what you wanted.
Bring me the box of dynamite, I'll remove the rock which is sealing the tomb.
I'll go in there although there's a plague.
Get out the mummy and you've got what you wanted.

eindstuk
The germs are in your body,
You'll soon be gone, the curse is made,
for those who enter the tomb of death.
The germs are in your body,
You'll soon be dead, the curse is made,
for those who enter the tomb, ...

[ herhaal de brug]
[ herhaal het refrein]


